
SONG STRUCTURE The basic structure of the
standard blues song has changed little since W.C.
Handy’s “St. Louis Blues” of 1914. A blues verse
usually has three lines over twelve measures, or
bars. The root (one) chord of a major scale is played
during the first line for the first four measures, then
the four chord is played for measures five and six,
and the one chord is played again for measures
seven and eight. The last line is different, with the
five chord played for measures nine and ten and
the one chord played again for measures eleven
and twelve. A verse in a blues song has three lines
of lyrics; the first and second lines are the same
(with different chords) while the third line is differ-
ent. This structure is known as “twelve-bar blues.”
For example, from “St. Louis Blues”:

INSTRUMENTATION In modern blues bands
with electrified instruments, there is more than one
standard set of instruments. For Chicago-style urban
blues, the lineup is an electric guitar and amplified
harmonica as lead instruments, and a rhythm sec-
tion of bass, drums, piano, and rhythm guitar.
Bands from the South, such as Memphis and New
Orleans, often have wind sections of saxophones and
trumpets, but these instruments are rarely featured
soloists.  The singer’s voice has always been promi-
nently featured in blues music, but primarily as a
lead singer. Harmony vocals are rare in the blues.

By the 1960s, however, the blues had lost much of its
following and many of the original blues artists had
retired or passed away. The appearance of old blues
songs on the recordings of popular rock bands, such as
the Rolling Stones and Led Zepplin, led to a rediscovery
of the blues by younger audiences. Many older blues
musicians, some who had made their first records
decades earlier, were rediscovered, including Muddy
Waters, Junior Wells, Buddy Guy, Freddie King, James
Cotton, Bo Diddley, Howlin’ Wolf, John Lee Hooker,
and B.B. King. As younger audiences embraced the
blues, no longer was it the sole province of black musi-
cians. White musicians, such as guitarists Duane Allman
and Johnny Winter and harmonica player Paul Butter-
field, became well known for their inspired interpreta-
tions of older blues compositions.

Blues music also became popular with British musi-
cians. Pianist-harmonica player John Mayall led a blues
band that featured a succession of guitar virtuosos,
including Eric Clapton, who later went on to record
numerous blues songs and bring blues music to a wide
audience of rock fans. Ironically, young white British
musicians were largely responsible for the revival of the
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a sad sounding “blue note,”
the bending of a particular note 

by a quarter or a half tone.E
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I hate to see that evening sun go down,
I hate to see that evening sun go down,
It makes me think I’m on my last go-round. 

Hyde Park, 1969 (above)
Mick Jagger, lead singer of The Rolling Stones, reaches out to the audi-
ence during this free concert in Hyde Park in London, England on July
5, 1969. More than 250,000 of their fans attended this concert. The
Rolling Stones have recorded some of the old blues songs on their vari-
ous record albums over the years.
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